
Minutes from PACT AGM 16  th   May 2011  

Attendees

Peter and Maureen Ward, John Bodger, Chris Cant, Nigel Jenkins, Christine 
Ellerton, Richard Wood, Annie Tomlin, Peter Clarke, Carol Mitchell, Rob and Yvonne 
Parkes, Ron Kenyon, Nial Wildewoode, Tisch Adams, David Brazier, Deborah 
Garnett, JaneTaylor, Mike ArcherRichard Henry, Carol Mitchell, Oliver Coles, Geoff 
Whiteford, Irene Roberts, Mike Doak, Mike Hallam, Nick Jones, Viv Lewis, Derek 
Robinson, Howard Long

Peter Ward welcomed colleagues to PACT’s third AGM. He outlined the purpose of 
the meeting and asked Chris Cant to present the accounts. Chris highlighted the 
impact that the Giants of Eden project had had on the sums of money flowing 
through the accounts along with the £1,000 grant which was received from the 
Neighbourhood forum to produce a feasibility study on setting up a car club in 
Penrith. He also highlighted that the reserves were steadily reducing and over the 
medium term this needed to be addressed. 

It was pointed out that there was a typo in the accounts with debtors and creditors 
being wrongly referenced. This error has now been amended.

PW then made brief mention of the various activities that had occurred during the 
year. He specifically made mention of the ongoing development of the web site and 
the various films that Nigel had produced which gave such an insight into the work of 
the group. He thanked both Chris Cant and Nigel Jenkins for their work in these 
areas. He then talked about the Giants of Eden project, the significant oven building 
work that had been undertaken, the car club initiative and the ongoing links with the 
Vitality of Penrith Group and EDC. He referred colleagues to the web site for further 
detail.        

The meeting then moved on to the election of officers. PW started by thanking all 
members, supporters and volunteers for their support and input over the year, 
highlighting Steering Group colleagues and specifically Annie Tomlin who was 
standing down after three years excellent work as the secretary. Peter Ward, Nigel 
Jenkins and Chris Cant were re-elected as Chair, Vice Chair and Treasurer 
respectively. After a brief debate Maureen Ward and Yvonne Parkes agreed to share 
the secretarial duties.   

The formal AGM meeting was then brought to a close and colleagues entered the 
main hall for the presentation by Paul Allen on Zero Carbon Britain.  


